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Blessings of Opthalmology
a review of Procession: The Art of Norman Lewis
Natty Mark Samuels

Editorial
It was a pleasure to read Procession: The Art of Norman Lewis, published by California
University Press. To sit and marvel at the paintings - and to gain a deeper understanding
of a pioneering artist, teacher and gallery co-founder.
So I give thanks for the seven – Ruth Fine, David Acton, Andriana Campbell, David
C.Driskell, Jacqueline Francis, Helen M.Shannon, and Jeffrey C.Stewart - who have
created a magnificent homage, to one who truly deserves it. It has probably the best
chronology I've come across in a biography/monograph, which also documents his
exhibition history.
From America, through this review, I am happy to present to you, NORMAN LEWIS.
Editor – Natty Mark Samuels – africanschool.weebly.com – An African School Production.
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Blessings of Opthalmology
As I imagine Modigliani sketching away in the Trocadero, Paris, in the first decade of the
20th century, which produced the 1912 Woman's Head, I see Norman Lewis, nearly thirty
years later, sketching in the MoMa, New York, that resulted in those 1935 paintings in
pastel. The link between the two, is that they both sat and drew the art of the Baule
people, of the Ivory Coast. I wasn't aware of his paintings of the Baule art, so this was the
first great surprise of the book: the first eye-opener.
I mention this, because most people who know of the art of Norman Lewis, associate him
with the abstract. So one of the essential aspects of the book, Procession: The Art of
Norman Lewis, is that though there is a focus on his Abstract Expressionism, there's also
features on his earlier work, of realistic presentation, including his lithographs, etchings
and drawings.
Wish I could have gone to the 2002 African-American Printmakers exhibition, celebrating
early 20th century African American wood and linocuts. This aspect isn't widely known, but
there was a wealth of Black artists working in this genre, such as Wilmer Jennings, Fred
Carlo and the pioneering Dox Thrash. Amongst those featured in the aforementioned
exhibition, was Hale Woodruff and Norman Lewis. Even in his linocut offerings, there was
something distinctive; once you're acquainted with his print work, you can pick it out
amongst the linocuts of others.
The book is rightly titled Procession, because movement became a lietmotif of his abstract
work. Movement of people, movement of ideas And in amongst the procession of people,
but not quite of it, there is himself; a non-static being, intent on being true to himself, while
walking the pathways of creation. Here is a quote from Lewis about this; All of us were
trying I suppose... to find some identity. Romy (Bearden) calls me a loner because I have
always been myself...
We all need a helping hand sometimes and that's what this book has been; a great
learning aid, to further understanding of an artist that I admired, but can now appreciate to
the fullest. The editor, Ruth Fine and the other six contributors, take us on a
supplementary course also, in opthamlogy: they help us to see. Like when you go to the
cinema and to get the full glory of the special effects, you are handed 3D glasses; so it
was with the visuals in this book, we were given new lenses, the better to comprehend the
abstract expressionism of Norman Lewis.
For instance, when I see plate 20, I see a woman, dressed in blue, with a child on her
back, walking home through the savannah, while the sun is setting.
We just have to longer at some paintings, than at others; or look, go away, then look
again.
And further on, there's figure 27, also untitled, but I can see movement. A group of people
moving left, towards a bearded man wearing green sunglasses. At the back, the outlines of
two faces can be seen. At the back and at the front, black shoes are evident. Who are they
walking towards? A jazz musician headlining at a festival? A guru conversing in the park?
Toward a representation of Jesus?

Or over the page, figure 39, the one called Tenement: it is what it says. A dark blue
background, with slits, oblongs and squares, of mainly white, orange, blue or red; flats or a
tenement in the evening time.
It's sad that African-America rejected his abstract work. This reminds me of the plight of
fellow Harlemite Richard Barthe, the sculptor - and the rejection from the Black community
of his studies of the male nude; the loneliness of Ben Enwonwu (the first African figure on
the Modern Art map), partly caused by the expectations of all; his European patrons, the
Nigerian artists and members of the Igbo and wider Nigerian communities. Norman Lewis
was a first and as you and I know, the pioneer often has to walk a solitary road. Here's
what critic Alonda Nelson said about his road; Black creative life has too often been
determined by this impulse to ''keep it real.'' In order to be taken seriously, we have
fostered and encouraged a long tradition of social realism in our cultural production. And
we feared that to stop keeping things real was to lose the to recognise and protect the
very real inequalities in the social world. But we created a cultural environment often
hostile to speculative experimentation and abstraction. They didn't realise he was telling
the same story, but had chosen a different way to tell it.
I went from page to page, a new and enchanting game of hide and seek. And what is
seemingly hidden, wasn't always that hard to find.
In Birds, a 1950 oil on canvas, I can hear David Attenborough talking, as the first birds
arrive with the rains, after the time of seasonal dessication. I see them alighting on the
water's surface; the flapping and fluttering in colour.
Or plate 33, called Congregation. In this one, I see the devotees, gathered at a camp
meeting, seated or standing, listening to the preacher, located in the middle of them.
We've all seen Spanish or north African housing, white and bright on a hillside; I see that
same panorama, in the untitled figure numbered 48.
I love the fusion of colours, the carnivalesque feel to the painting, given the title March on
Washington; as if portraying the mutli-cultural content of the marchers. Celebration
emanates from this piece: a triumph for the dreamers.
Another eye opener for me, was his extensive teaching and the popularity of it. I knew of
the acclaimed teaching of others, such as Augusta Savage, Henry Bannarn, Charles
Alston and Aaron Douglas, but not of that of Norman Lewis. In fact, the section sub-titled
''best instructor in the city'', in the article called The Presence of Norman Lewis, is an
archive of accolades. Howard Selsman, director of the Jefferson School, said he was a
stimulating and challenging teacher who succeeds in giving his students a new
understanding of the ''relationship of colours, forms and texture to one another in
space'...He has the highest degree of artistic integrity and devotes himself most
consciously to the problems of art. As well as the Jefferson School, other New York
initiatives where he taught, were the Harlem Music Art Center, George Washington Carver
School, Harlem Youth Action, Art Students League, Savage Studio and the Harlem
Community Art Center; southern colleges, such as A&T and Bennett; and the Indian Hill
School, in Massachusetts.
Mary Jane Bono, a teaching assistant of his at the Art Students League said of him His
teaching style was relaxed and unimposing...He did not lecture or stress any doctrine of
painting...He wanted his students to try different voices and develop their own distinct

styles. Tutored by the great Augusta Savage, he in turn became a much sought after
teacher. In a 1939 Chicago Defender article, correspondent John H. Thompson, when
putting pen to paper, wrote Norman Lewis, teacher of composition and design, has
frequently been called the best instructor in the city. Documenting his teaching career, is
another essential aspect of this publication; an unknown, but significant facet, of an often
neglected artist.
Moving on through the book, there is the lush and invitational yellow of a summer's day, in
a painting called Afternoon. Opposite this, is a black and red painting, entitled Double
Cross; red signifying the bloodshed of the KKK - black, the mournful figures surrounding
the two black crosses.
In Plate 67, a painting consisting of the circular and the linear, of swirls and whorls, I see a
hat, an arm, item from a drum kit, in this brilliant composition called Jazz Musicians: my
favourite of all those depicting that music scene.
I love the rich blue of the 1962 painting Ritual, interspersed with dabs of red, yellow and
green. Could it be a Vodun ceremony? Initiation of a new member of an association?
Stargazers waiting for a celestial happening? It matters not, when we can celebrate the
application of chosen colour.
Often thought of as a loner, Lewis was sometimes a joiner; Harlem Artists Guild, Studio 35
and Spiral. The Harlem Artists Guild, of which he was a founding member in 1935, pushed
for more Black inclusion in the FAP (Federal Art Project) endeavours, resulting in the
founding of the Harlem Community Art Centre, whose first director was Augusta Savage,
who was also a driving force behind the HAG, as was Aaron Douglas.
Studio 35, the trailblazing collective of artists, founded in the late forties, which included in
its membership, figures such as William de Kooning and Jackson Pollock. Based in New
York, they introduced Abstract Expressionsim to the world.
Spiral, whose gatherings began in the early 60s, came together to talk of what should be
their attitude and comments as Negro artists in the present struggle for Civil Rights. When
he deemed it necessary, when he sensed that a collective could do more than the
individual, he came together with others.
Plate 85 is another of my music scenario favourites. It looks like a jamboree of brass, of
saxophonists and trumpeters, playing at a party in the street.
The last two I'd like to mention are Plate 90, Migrations, which seems like a gathering of
egrets, happy to return, after the annual travel; the other, from 1933, is The Wanderer,
depicting the universal struggle of the Depression, in an individual, warming himself at a
brazier. Every living thing on the move, in the procession of life.
Dear Reader, if you don't have an acquaintance with abstract, this is a good way to make
an introduction. Reading this book, was like attending a Norman Lewis Seminar, organised
by Ruth Fine, who had invited David Acton, Andrianna Campbell, David C. Driskell,
Jacqueline Francis, Helen M. Shannon and Jeffrey C. Stewart, as guest speakers. I give
thanks for them, for helping us to see; for the gift of glasses and the blessings of
opthalmology.
Natty Mark Samuels
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